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IntroductionIntroduction

Welcome to Smedge 2014!

—————

The  latest  version  of  Smedge  provides  a  whole  new  level  of
performance and reliability, and gives you more control over your
rendering  workflow  than  ever  before.  Production  tested  on
networks over 1,000 nodes, scalability is no problem.

—————

Smedge  2014  does  not  communicate  with  prior  versions  of
Smedge.  We  strongly  recommend  that  you  update  your  whole
network  at  one  time  to  avoid  strange  any  problems  with  old
versions left running. 

Because some of the low-level API elements that make the system
operate have been modified, we also recommend that you back up
any old data before upgrading. While the data can be upgraded
automatically,  if you ever want to go back to the old version of
Smedge, the upgraded data will not be successfully read by the old
versions.

As always, if you have any questions about new features or our
future development plans, we encourage you to contact us.

—————

Thanks, and see you in Smedge!
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Update 3Update 3
Master can listen on multiple network interfaces at the same timeMaster can listen on multiple network interfaces at the same time

If you have a machine with several network interfaces, the Master can now listen for and communicate with clients on multiple networks at the
same time. The default behavior hasn't changed (it will pick the “primary” interface as supplied by the OS) but you can now specify interfaces by
address using the command line, the options file, or the Connection.ini file and the master will listen on all of the interfaces that you supply.

Arnold Standalone Renderer ProductArnold Standalone Renderer Product
Smedge now includes a Virtual Module to control the Arnold standalone renderer (kick) with .ass files. This VM supports .ass file sequences,
including detection of the frame range based on the files on disk, as well as control over the command line parameters that can be passed to kick. 

Modo Single Frame ProductModo Single Frame Product
The Modo module now includes a separate product definition to allow you to break a single image into regions to render on multiple machines,
similar to the other single frame products in Smedge (e.g. mental ray for Maya, and 3DS Max). 

Heat Grid graph displayHeat Grid graph display
SmedgeGui includes a new graph display called the Heat Grid. This grid shows each work unit from the job in a grid format allowing you to see a
map of the hot spots in your render and find problem areas quickly. The Heat Grid and the original Histogram graph view use the same color
schemes and can both now show the total time, the last work time, and now also the number of tries. Each graph can be independently configured
and settings are remembered by product, so that you can have different default views for different products as you see fit. Also, the original
histogram display can now show the times either in a linear or a logarithmic scale.

Move backward and forward through your selection historyMove backward and forward through your selection history
There are new menu commands in the View menu (along with keyboard shortcuts and toolbar icons) to move backward and forward through your
selection history. If an item that you have selected no longer exists, it will show the “no item selected” panel, but will preserve any previous or
subsequent items in your selection history. 

View filtering only applied when the filter is openView filtering only applied when the filter is open
The GUI views have two filters: the one set in the Customize Views pane that defines what data is shown in the view and the “local” filter that can
be expanded or hidden at the top of the view. Now, the settings in the local filter are only applied if the view filter is expanded (visible). This
makes it easy to switch between seeing the whole view or only the specific items you are searching for with a single mouse click. The filter
contents are preserved even when collapsed but are simply ignored.
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GUI toolbar can collapse sections to tool icons you don't needGUI toolbar can collapse sections to tool icons you don't need
The spaces in the GUI toolbar now allow you to collapse the following toolbar buttons, allowing you to hide the buttons you don't need, and
ensure that  you can find the buttons you actually want  to use even if the window is  sized smaller than the toolbar.  Collapsed sections are
remembered between runs as well.

Parameters can now do basic arithmeticParameters can now do basic arithmetic
There are new parameter commands that allow you to do some simple math operations on the values of parameters during expansion. Operators
available are + (add), - (subtract),  * (multiply), / (divide), % (remainder), and ^ (power). The math works by supplying the operation as the
command and the value to use for the operation as the command parameter. You can supply the value as a simple number, or you can supply a
string that itself is formatted as if it were surrounded with “$(...)”. Using quotes you can control the order of the operations. Some examples:

$(CPUs.-:1) Subtracts 1 from the CPUs value 
$(CPUs./:PacketSize) Divides the CPUs value by the PacketSize value
$(PacketSize.%:"CPUs.*:2".^:2) Takes the remainder of dividing PacketSize by twice the CPUs value, and squares it

Engine command line shell shows more informationEngine command line shell shows more information
Some of the new features and options were not being displayed, so the amount of info displayed about the engine has been extended with
improved formatting in order to ensure that the command line tool is as useful as the GUI.

Job command line shell DeleteFinished commandJob command line shell DeleteFinished command
Job command line shell includes a new command to do the same thing as the GUI “Delete Finished Jobs” menu command without having to list
the jobs by status and then separately delete those jobs manually (or by script).

Fixed Windows open firewall scriptFixed Windows open firewall script
The Windows script to open the firewall was out of date, using XP style commands that were deprecated on more modern versions of the OS. The
script  has  been rewritten to use the new syntax for  configuring the firewall  and for  simpler operation using defaults for  the command line
parameters so that it can be run by double clicking and will work as expected, as well as by full command line operation to open or close the
firewall for the Smedge component processes.

Maya license error messages caught as errorsMaya license error messages caught as errors
Autodesk has changed the way that license errors are reported, so Smedge has been adjusted to correctly detect a failure to get a license as an error.
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Improved error reporting in the Job HistoryImproved error reporting in the Job History
Some errors were not being reported in the job history making them harder to track down. These have been adjusted so that they should show up in
the history as errors instead of just changes in the note field that may not be immediately visible when scanning the history.

Master could wake up too many enginesMaster could wake up too many engines
The master could wake up too many engines and ignore idle engines that were already awake when determining which engines to wake up for
pending work. This could lead to  extra  waking and lots of  cycling of  engines  over time,  wasting power,  network bandwidth and hardware
resources on the engines and the master. The master now correctly checks for engines that are awake and idle before trying to wake more nodes.

Creator names with [ and ] characters could not be removed from creator limitsCreator names with [ and ] characters could not be removed from creator limits
If you added a creator limit for a name with the [ or ] character in it, this would break the dialog that configured the creator limits. 

History estimated time wasn't always updated correctlyHistory estimated time wasn't always updated correctly
If the job history info pane was not visible when you selected a new job, the estimated time was not correctly updated until the next work unit from
the selected job had finished, updating the time naturally. It now correctly updates whenever the history tab is selected.

Exception during job startup could crash the EngineException during job startup could crash the Engine
An exception caused by work start event commands could cause the Engine to crash instead of reporting the error as a work failure.

Mac showed memory usage in KB instead of MBMac showed memory usage in KB instead of MB
Mac process memory usage was showing a value in kilobytes but with a label of megabytes. It now shows MB correctly like the other OSes.

Mac distribution missing some virtual modulesMac distribution missing some virtual modules
The SihlouetteFX and PRMan virtual modules were missing from the distribution.

Clients could fail to connect to master and get into invalid state making connection difficultClients could fail to connect to master and get into invalid state making connection difficult
Under rare conditions,  clients could get  into an invalid state where the master thought it  was connected and the client  did not think it  was
connected. The client would stay stuck, unable to connect until either the master or the client process was restarted.
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Windows XP is no longer supported for 64 bit SmedgeWindows XP is no longer supported for 64 bit Smedge
64 bit Smedge had to ditch the ability to support Windows XP Pro x64 as a native 64 bit process, because the runtime library forced a limit on the
number of cores available not only to Smedge but to all child processes that it starts. Windows XP is no longer being supported by Microsoft
anyway, so this is not really a major loss. The 32 bit version of Smedge is still built with XP support as well, so it will have this limit, but it will
also still be able to run on Windows XP (both 32 and 64 bit versions). 
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Update 2Update 2
Process command to manually report run-time statisticsProcess command to manually report run-time statistics

You can use the -SendToProc system to send the REPORT command to any running Smedge component process to manually report its run-time
processor and usage statistics. Any component can be used to send the command with the syntax like this: -SendToProc pid|name REPORT

New Work status codes for Administrator Abort and CancelNew Work status codes for Administrator Abort and Cancel
If you need to distinguish between a user aborting (stop and re-queue) or canceling (stop permanently) work and an administrator doing so,
Smedge now provides two additional Job status codes. The new status codes are labeled in the API as "AdminAbort", and "AdminCancel", and
they work identically as Abort and Cancel do, respectively, for the purposes of work distribution, but appear as different codes in the History,
which may be useful for statistics or usage monitoring.

To go along with this, you can now set which message you want to use for stopping work in the SmedgeGui Options. For stopping and re-
queueing, you can choose between using User Abort (4), Administrator Abort (13), and Unsuccessful (5), and for stopping permanently, you can
choose between User Cancel (8),  Administrator  Cancel (14),  and Failed (9).  These options only change how the GUI stops work on your
computer. Other users will have their own setting or will use the default. Any status code can be sent using the command line tools. 

New Virtual Module parameter to override the default error string detection positionNew Virtual Module parameter to override the default error string detection position
In the [ Module ] section, add the key ErrorDetectPosition and set it to either 0, to mean search for error strings only at the beginning
of the line (the default) or 1, to mean to search anywhere in the output line.

Improvements in the GUIImprovements in the GUI
If windows are not appearing where you expect them, use View > Windows > Collect All to move all open chid windows on top of the main
window. To browse the Modules folder, user System > Smedge Files > Browse the Modules Folder. All VNC operations now correctly use the
command you configure in the options. The Wait For Job list sorts the jobs alphabetically now. If you customize the client network interface by
command line, that is preserved for all of the component applications you stat from the GUI. The History control correctly keeps itself sorted as
more items are added. Deselecting one item could cause the entire selection to be lost. Scrolling the lists could result in empty columns.

General Improvements and FixesGeneral Improvements and Fixes
Improved reporting of some errors in the job history. The Messenger connects more smoothly. Remapping drives works mores smoothly in cases
where Windows drops connections uncleanly. Jobs could get paused after finishing or reappear in the GUI after being deleted. The Master didn't
properly expire clients that had lost contact, and was ignoring the port override in the Connection.ini file. Engines could get temporarily lost after
being woken. Log file could get corrupted. Fixed possible memory leaks and crashes.
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Update 1Update 1
Execute Job command from the GUIExecute Job command from the GUI

Immediately execute an arbitrary command on the local machine from the Smedge GUI, using job variable substitution.

New PoolManager commands: Sleep and RunNew PoolManager commands: Sleep and Run
Sleep will send all of the machines in a pool into a low power state with a single command line. Run lets you immediately run an arbitrary
command on every engine in the Pool.

Pools can now have individual staggering and total work limitsPools can now have individual staggering and total work limits
There is a new tab in the Configure Master dialog to allow you to configure the staggering for a pool and set a maximum work limit for that pool. 

Submit License dialog now lets you remove the licenseSubmit License dialog now lets you remove the license
Easily revert back to the default state (running on up to 3 machines) by removing any existing license in the system. 

Error detection highlights error and ignore keywords when reporting the errorsError detection highlights error and ignore keywords when reporting the errors
This makes it easier to see why certain messages may be causing errors or may be being ignored.

New GUI open window menuNew GUI open window menu
In the View menu is a new sub-menu with all open child windows, such as job editors, engine editors, job history or graph windows, or output
windows. The menu lets you easily find and bring any given window to the top, or close all of the windows at once to clean up your interface.

Job History can show you either finished time (last run time) or total run timeJob History can show you either finished time (last run time) or total run time
Before it always showed the total amount of time on a worker for all tries. Now you can choose which one you want to see, as with the graph.

Bug fixes and improvementsBug fixes and improvements
Update 1 has several fixes and improvements from the base 2014 release. Several possible crashes have been addressed, most commonly affecting
Linux. The improved UI elements and functionality improve the look, performance and usability of the GUI. Maya single frame products no
longer have garbage in the composite string. REDline jobs can be submitted without frame range from CLI. Nuke could have problems detecting
frame filenames. Extraneous line breaks no longer added to output from some Windows processes. Job History would get incorrect running time
for working running when it first connected. List columns can no longer be dragged into negative sizes. Fixes to GUI elements that were failing.
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System ChangesSystem Changes
Smedge now works on up to 3 nodes with no license installedSmedge now works on up to 3 nodes with no license installed

In the spirit of the original Smedge from the late '90s, Smedge will now run on up to 3 computers with no license installed. If you have only a
couple machines you want to hook together, or if you are a student or just learning about animation, or if you want to try it out without dealing
with a demo license, just start it up! Gain the power of rendering on up to 3 machines without any worry about licenses, support, expiration dates
or anything. Go ahead, take those three hundred dollars and spend them on something much more fun than render farm management software, like
a nice pair of sunglasses or a trip to Six Flags!

Manual control over licensingManual control over licensing
Continuing on the licensing changes, Smedge now gives you complete control over which nodes are licensed without having to start and stop
processes directly on the machines. The GUI now includes commands in the Engine menu to force nodes to release licenses, or to request nodes to
check out licenses if they are available. These administrator mode commands allow you to ensure that if you have more machines than you have
licenses, that the machines you want to be rendering are. The Engine command line shell also includes these new commands, allowing you to
integrate license control to other scripted operations as well.

Additionally, a license bug introduced in Smedge 2012 has been fixed so that the automatic license distribution now works correctly when a
licensed node goes offline. 

Dedicate multiple master machinesDedicate multiple master machines
Previously, if you wanted to manually configure the connection to the Master machine, Smedge would only allow you to specify a single machine
name. Now you can specify multiple machine names or addresses, allowing you to dedicate several redundant master machines to ensure optimum
system availability. If you supply multiple names, the machine will try connecting to each one in order over and over until it finally connects
successfully. You can also optionally add the special host name: * (a single asterisks character) which indicates to the client to use the automatic
location system. Note that the automatic system can only find a Master on the same subnet as the local machine. You can also submit multiple
Master hosts with the -Master common client command line flag.

Partial Job waitingPartial Job waiting
You can now configure the Job waiting system to wait for either the entire job to finish, as before, or only part of the job to finish. For example, if
a render job that can run in parallel is waiting on an export job that has to run on a single machine, as soon as the export job reported a frame as
finished, the render job could send off a work unit for that frame to render. This way your other machines can start rendering as soon as the one
translate machine has completed any portion of its work, better utilizing your machine time. Partial job waiting will work as long as the jobs have
Distributors that are compatible with each other. If the distributors don't understand each other, the relationship between them will automatically
fall back to regular full job waiting, where the job waiting won't send any work until the waited for job has completed or canceled all work.
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Improved machine power saving featuresImproved machine power saving features
The power saving features in Smedge have been improved to work more smoothly and efficiently than before. The system is much smarter about
waking up only those machines that can actually be used for work, and only waking just enough machines for the work that is available. There are
also several bugs related to the power saving system that have been addressed.

Set creator limits with regular expressionsSet creator limits with regular expressions
With the low level String API changes come the addition of regular expressions, which can now be used with the Master's job limiting feature
related to the creator. You can use regular expression syntax to define patterns for matching the creator string and determining the work limit
allowed for a job based on that pattern. Smedge uses Perl style regular expression syntax as defined by the Boost library. You can find full syntax
details here:

http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/regex/doc/html/boost_regex/syntax/perl_syntax.htmlhttp://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1_54_0/libs/regex/doc/html/boost_regex/syntax/perl_syntax.html

Modernized development platforms and runtime librariesModernized development platforms and runtime libraries
As time moves forward, computer languages and compilers evolve and improve. To take advantage of some of those improvements, Smedge is
now built on more modern operating systems and compilers than before. The downside is that some older generation hardware and software is no
longer fully supported. On Windows, Smedge no longer supports Windows 2000. On Mac, it now requires at least OS-X 10.5 and no longer runs
on PowerPC Macs. On Linux, we now develop on CentOS 6, so older kernel versions may not run any more. 

Besides changing the platform requirements and runtime libraries, the biggest manifestation of this change is the new communication system. This
new system is vastly more efficient and reliable than the old communication system, and has been proven to scale way beyond anything that was
possible before. Development versions are currently running on networks of 850 nodes with no problems, and testing has shown it to be capable of
scaling well into the multiple thousands of nodes with very little increase in the overhead of the system itself. Finally, this will also improve the
reliability of the system even under the heaviest loads.

Note that some of these older platforms may be able to still support the modern code, but require special builds. If you have a need to run on such
ancient hardware or operating systems, please contact  support@uberware.netsupport@uberware.net and we will see what we can do to accommodate you. Also, on
Windows, the compiler requires a different run-time library than before. If you install from the MSI installer, this is handled for you automatically,
but if you run it directly from the archive or copy the program files around, you will need to ensure that these run time libraries are installed on
your system. 

At this point, the Mac and Linux builds are 64 bit native applications, but the Windows build is still a 32 bit program. It will still run fine on 64 bit
versions of Windows, and can control 64 bit rendering applications, however, its own run-time library will require the 32 bit (x86) version of the
Microsoft Visual Studio redistributables. Again, you can contact support if you have any questions or run into any problems. 
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Improved 'Round-Robin' style distributionImproved 'Round-Robin' style distribution
The 'round-robin' distribution algorithm has been improved to better ensure that all jobs in your system get a more even amount of work time from
the available Engines. You can enable round-robin distribution in the Configure Master dialog box.

Work was not always correctly interruptedWork was not always correctly interrupted
It was possible that an attempt to interrupt work would fail, leaving the work in a state that would not allow it to be interrupted. This has now been
addressed so that if, for any reason, the request to interrupt the work does not succeed, the work can still be interrupted later.

Renders that generate huge volumes of output no longer slow downRenders that generate huge volumes of output no longer slow down
The mechanism by which Smedge monitors the standard output and standard error streams for child processes has been improved so that the
monitoring of the data send on these streams no longer impacts the performance of the child process itself. This means that renderers that generate
copious amounts of text reporting about their status (for example mental ray) now run at full speed all the time, even as Smedge processes and
monitors that output for error messages or rendered image filenames. You can now feel free to leave the verbosity of your renderers up high though
of course if the verbosity of the output slows the rendering process itself, that is out of the control of Smedge, so the options to decrease or disable
the renderer verbosity still exists for those renderers that support such configuration.

Correctly handles child process output streams that don't end with a carriage returnCorrectly handles child process output streams that don't end with a carriage return
Related to the above, if a child process sends a message on one of the output streams that doesn't happen to end with a carriage return (new line or
line feed), that no longer causes problems for Smedge monitoring of the output. Before that could lead to a deadlock in the child process and a halt
to rendering. 

Engine Pool order would get changed with more than 9 poolsEngine Pool order would get changed with more than 9 pools
Because the sorting of INI file data is handled using alphabetical ordering, the strictly numerical sorted differently than expected. The system now
uses a padded number to ensure that you can correctly order as many pools as you need. 

Font synchronization did not always work correctly on WindowsFont synchronization did not always work correctly on Windows
Windows doesn't handle fonts terribly well, so the font synchronization feature of Smedge has been modified to deal with the operating system
shortcomings better. The problems mostly manifested when trying to synchronize a large number of fonts at the same time, and were caused during
the font removal stage. In order to avoid the problem, Smedge no longer tries to remove the fonts it synchronizes. Note that this can lead to a large
number of fonts on the rendering systems, so you may want to monitor the font usage of the machines and periodically clean out unused fonts
yourself if you find that it is impacting performance on the nodes. We are still searching for a better approach but for now this should improve the
stability and performance of the system.
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System bug fixesSystem bug fixes
Some of the other general bug fixes for the system operation:

• Global stagger start was not always correctly respected
• Linux daemon status scripts show the correct status for the daemon processes
• CentOS was not displaying the correct operating system information
• Fixed strange behavior when machines shutdown or reboot
• Fixed several possible crashes, hangs, infinite loops and memory leaks
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Graphical InterfaceGraphical Interface
New list and history lookNew list and history look

The main window GUI interface has been revamped for drastically improved look and performance. The view lists, the history list and the output
window are all now double buffered to eliminate all flickering and have vastly improved display performance. The overall look has been improved
to make it easier to see items in the lists, find the sort column and respond more quickly to user input. The colors are customized to fit in better
with the look of the effects and animation software packages that Smedge supports, and progress is now shown with a progress bar, since everyone
loves progress bars.

The history performance is nearly instantaneous, and now includes better statistical analysis of the overall job, as well as of individual runs for the
work units. The look between Windows, Linux and Mac has been made totally consistent. The individual elements of the work history now display
times that are more practical. And the operation of displaying the output associated with any given run works more consistently and reliably.
Automatic scrolling also works better now and works on all of the lists as well as the output window.

Job GraphJob Graph
There is now a job time graph display available in the GUI. This graph is built from the new history API data, and can show you the total or
finished time for all work, along with the shortest, longest, and average times. The graph also uses colors to help show differences in job data and
to differentiate active work from completed work (when in the total time display mode). You can see the graph by selecting a job or a work and
looking at the appropriate tab in the Info Pane. You can also open a graph in a new window from the Job menu, the toolbar button, or from new
menu commands in the History display for that job. 

Automatic Engine ModeAutomatic Engine Mode
The GUI, by default, starts the Master and Engine components with it so make the machine able to do work and able to control the system.
However, all of these components may be excessive for a machine that is just to be used as a rendering engine only. While you always have the
manual systems for running just the Engine component to improve performance by reducing Smedge overhead, the new automatic system can do it
for you with the GUI. 

After a certain amount of idle time (time during which no operations are performed in the GUI itself), it will shut down the GUI communication
system and leave only the Engine component running and connected on the system. This greatly reduces the Smedge overhead, as the engine
component only requires updates for events related to work running on that engine, not for the entire network. The additional memory and CPU
performance are then available to your actual render processes, and Smedge performance is improved across the whole network.

The amount of idle time is customizable at both the system level, in the Administrator Options dialog box, and at the local level in the SmedgeGui
options. In both cases, you can disable the system altogether, or set the idle timeout to a number of minutes of your choosing. You can also enter
Engine Mode manually through the command in the System menu. If the GUI shuts down in Engine mode, then it will restart in Engine mode as
well. Finally, if you run Smedge on a machine with a name that sounds like it is a render node (e.g. a machine called “render-010” or “blade5f40”
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or “node001”, then Smedge will automatically assume that you will want to run in Engine mode the first time that it is started, though of course
you can still manually set it to normal operation.

Custom view presetsCustom view presets
You can save a set of customized views as a view preset. The Customize Views tab includes new controls to create or select a preset collection of
view tabs that you have saved. Selecting a preset will remove all current views and rebuild the views as defined in the preset. You can also now
specify a default preset collection of views that is applied to all GUIs by default. After creating the preset in the Customize Views tab, you can
select it from the Administrator Options dialog box.

Job list shows Job failure countJob list shows Job failure count
The Job list control now has another possible column that shows the count of failed work units for the job. The jobs are also colored differently if
they have had failures, making it easier to find jobs that are having or have had problems. The error column is one of the default columns for the
Job list.

Immediate command execution improvementsImmediate command execution improvements
The window for immediate command execution is now a modeless floating window that indicates the engines on which the command will be
executed. After executing the command, the window remains open, in case you want to execute the command again. Additionally, the commands
you execute are now correctly remembered between sessions, so you have access to the history of commands that you have run to easily find and
run them again. And since it's modeless, you can open multiple instances of this window with the same or different Engines selected, making it
easier to run commands on larger numbers of heterogeneous machines. Windows Engines now also correctly execute batch files.

Engine power saving settings were not correctly transferred to all selected EnginesEngine power saving settings were not correctly transferred to all selected Engines
There was a bug in the Configure Engine window that did not correctly transfer the power settings when you were changing those settings on
multiple Engines at the same time. This is now resolved, so you can reliably set up your Engines more efficiently.

Output windows were not placed correctlyOutput windows were not placed correctly
The output window, used for showing the output from renders, as well as the history files and dispatch reports, was incorrectly placing itself, and
would eventually start placing itself near the edge of the screen, even when no windows were open. This is now fixed, so the windows now open
more reasonably, and there was also a memory leak with extra instances of these window remaining open but hidden forever that is now fixed.

GUI correctly shuts down locally started system component processesGUI correctly shuts down locally started system component processes
Previously, if the GUI was set not to shut down the Master and Engine when it closed, those components would then continue to run until the user
terminated them manually or logged out. Now, if you request to shut down the components, the GUI correctly tires to send the request, even if the
component wss not started by this instance of the GUI.
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Command Line InterfaceCommand Line Interface
New common command line options:New common command line options:

-LogWithPID Add this flag to have the Smedge log files saved in a sub-folder with the process ID of the component process.
This is useful when you have a command that may be executed several times on the same machine, even
simultaneously (for example as  event handler commands) to ensure  that  each instance of the process  can
independently save its log without interfering with any other instance of the process. This makes it easier to
find and fix problems with these commands. Note that these logs are not cleaned up, so you should ensure that
you clean up the file eventually to avoid consuming excessive amounts of disk space over time.

-SendLogDump name|pid Use this to request a specific component process running on a machine to initiate a log dump. You can specify
the component by the name supplied to that component with the  -ListenForShutdown command line
flag, or by its process ID number (as reported by the operating system). The component you are using to send
the  request  does  not  have  to  be  the  same  component  you  are  requesting  to  dump  logs  from,  and  all
components, even the graphical ones, will respond to the request by dumping logs. The process you start with
this command line option will immediately terminate after sending the dump request to the other process
(regardless of whether the other component is running or receives the request).

-SendShutdown name|pid Use this to request a specific component process running on a machine to terminate itself. You can specify the
component by the name supplied to that component with the -ListenForShutdown command line flag, or
by its process ID number (as reported by the operating system). The component you are using to send the
request does not have to be the same component you are requesting to terminate, and all components, even the
graphical ones, will respond to the request by terminating. The process you start with this command line option
will immediately terminate after sending the dump request to the other process (regardless of whether the other
component is running or receives the request).

Job command line shell History display improvedJob command line shell History display improved
With the big changes in the Job History API, the Job command line shell can now display a lot more information about the history of a Job,
including the Job statistics (average work time, total elapsed time, etc...) that are in the GUI history list. The default Job history formatting now
emulates the look of the GUI with a full breakdown for each run of each work unit, and specific details about the history elements for that run,
organized into sections. The new history display will also give you the output log path and the ID for downloading the output log for each run with
the Smedge file server system. 

You can still get the old style raw dump of history elements as well, with a new command line option -Dump added after the History command.
This dump of the raw elements is as before, except that the elements will be sorted by the work unit and sub-sorted by the run, and now they also
include the ID of the work unit for each run. Note that it will always show the header information for the raw dump now, as that command line
option has been removed.
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Engine command line shell can use regular expressionsEngine command line shell can use regular expressions
You can now use a regular expression syntax with the Engine command line shell to make Engine modifications. Use the -regex flag to start your
expressions, and then have one or more expressions that will be matched against the engine name, ID and note. 

Fixed crash in Job shell getting product infoFixed crash in Job shell getting product info
The Job command line shell was crashing when trying to display the product information from the installed modules because it was trying to apply
job filters from the features added in Smedge 2012 to filter the list of jobs.
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ModulesModules
Support for the Indigo rendererSupport for the Indigo renderer

Added support for the Indigo renderer (a repeat + merge type renderer)

Support for the Thea rendererSupport for the Thea renderer
Added support for the Thea renderer (a repeat + merge type renderer)

Maya module includes a product specification for the Arnold for Maya pluginMaya module includes a product specification for the Arnold for Maya plugin
There are new product specifications in the Maya.ini file for the Arnold for Maya plugin renderer. The two added products support rendering with
Maya for Arnold with complete command line customization for both sequence rendering and single frame rendering. Note that you can also use
the default 

Improvements to After Effects submit scriptImprovements to After Effects submit script
The script that integrates with After Effects to submit jobs directly from inside the AE interface can now add extra command line parameters to the
Submit component itself. You can use this if you need to customize how jobs are submitted without having to modify the script file itself. Some
other small bugs in the script have been addressed as well.

Ability to disable Nuke verbose outputAbility to disable Nuke verbose output
The Nuke module now has an advanced Job parameter and Engine option to disable the Nuke verbose output. You can configure this as an Engine
option and override the Engine's default for specific Jobs. 

Modo module supports render passesModo module supports render passes
The Modo module now can support rendering specific render passes. A new Job parameter allows you to specify the passes to render and the
module will send the appropriate command to Modo to make it work correctly.

Generic Script jobs with no range correctly update when Engines are added or removedGeneric Script jobs with no range correctly update when Engines are added or removed
Generic Script jobs with no Range set will run the script one time on each Engine in the pool. Before, however, once the Job was submitted,
changes to the Pool members, or the addition or removal of Engines from the system were not respected by existing Jobs. Now Jobs that are
submitted, even if they are partially complete, will respect these changes and will update correctly and run on all specified Engines.
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Added Cinema4D error messageAdded Cinema4D error message
Added another error detection reported by Cinema4D: Project not found. (There are now about 5 different versions of the “not found” message
supported by the Module... let's hope that Maxon doesn't add any new different ways to report the same error.)

All virtual modules enquote file and directory sub-parametersAll virtual modules enquote file and directory sub-parameters
All existing Virtual Modules that have file or directory type sub-parameters for a parameter (most often in the “Render Overrides” parameter) will
now correctly enquote those values if they contain spaces. This should allow you to use paths with spaces in them for all of these parameters
without having to manually force quote marks around them.

Maya single frame rendering could set the slice range incorrectlyMaya single frame rendering could set the slice range incorrectly
The correct slice positions, including the requested slice padding, are now calculated for each slice, making this work more reliably.

Fry Module seed value is now correctly updatedFry Module seed value is now correctly updated
The seed value used to ensure that each repetition of a frame is unique is correctly updated as a job progresses and as new jobs are submitted. 

Houdini module handles the -V verbosity flag correctlyHoudini module handles the -V verbosity flag correctly
The Houdini module now correctly handles the verbosity flag so you can configure the verbosity of the output from the renderer.

XSI Module detects images and errors for Arnold plug-in rendererXSI Module detects images and errors for Arnold plug-in renderer
The XSI virtual module was modified to allow it to detect images and errors from the Arnold plug-in renderer.
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APIAPI
New parameter command to format times into human readable stringsNew parameter command to format times into human readable strings

If a parameter is a time value, you can use the new commands Format, FormatDuration, FormatSpan, or UnixEpoch to modify the value into
something more useful:

Format:string If  the  value  is  a  time  value  from  the  system,  it  formats  that  time  using  the  standard  strftime
formatting, with the addition of using %x for the milliseconds.

FormatDuration Formats a time in milliseconds as a duration in minutes and seconds to days and hours, similar to how
durations are shown in the GUI

FormatSpan:string Formats a time in milliseconds as a span:
%% - Insert % sign
%D - Total days in this span
%d - Total days in this span (default %2d)
%H - Total hours in this span
%h - Hours in the current day (default %02d)
%M - Total minutes in this span
%m - Minutes in the current hour (default %02d)
%S - Total seconds in this span
%s - Seconds in the current minute (default %02d)
%X - Total milliseconds in this span
%x - Milliseconds in the current second (default %03d)
You can insert an optional width and pad character between the % and the specifier:
%[[0]width]char

UnixEpoch Converts the library time representation to a Unix time_t type value (seconds since 1-1-1970)

Master process can send messages to itselfMaster process can send messages to itself
Modules that run code in the Master (for example Distributors) can now simulating sending a message to the Master like a client, to make it easier
for certain types of processing. 

All distributors now can report their statusAll distributors now can report their status
The status of the distributor allows you to see what work has been started and finished, and look for errors in distribution or reasons for why
distribution may not be taking place.
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Sequence Distributor will distribute a single work unit for jobs with an empty rangeSequence Distributor will distribute a single work unit for jobs with an empty range
In the past, if you left the “Range” field blank for a ranged type job that uses the SequenceDistributor to distribute work (as most ranged render
types do), the job would be forced to be “complete” as soon as it was submitted. Now, instead, such a job will get a single work unit sent out for
the job. The Range and SubRange fields will be empty, so the command line for all render jobs that this applies to will now only include the range
command line parameters if the range is not empty. 

Renumbering adjustment is not set if no renumbering is happeningRenumbering adjustment is not set if no renumbering is happening
The $(RenumberStart) parameter was always being set, even if there was no renumbering set up for the job. For the most part, this did not cause
any problems, but it has been corrected so that if no renumbering is set up for the job, the value will be blank, and can be excluded from a
formatted command line. 

Repeat/Merge DistributorRepeat/Merge Distributor
There is a new system distributor for handling the repeat + merge type renderers, like Maxwell. Because of the details of making this work, there is
also a customized Job class to go with the distributor that you must use for jobs that use this distributor. 

New String classNew String class
The low level string class as been replaced with a wrapper around the standard C++ template library string class.

Changed Log to only accept single string objectChanged Log to only accept single string object
The system logging functions no longer do formatting of parameters. This lead to random crashing based on random user input in production.
Instead the Log API takes a single String object. If you want to format that string, manually use the Sformat() API to create the log string.

Removed FixedAllocatorRemoved FixedAllocator
The FixedAllocator system has been removed as it no longer provided any performance improvement with the updated system libraries and only
created more complexity and hid possible causes of crashing.

Job method to set the Note and also log the note stringJob method to set the Note and also log the note string
There is a new Job class method to set the “Note” field for the job and also log the message into the History.log file

Component control preserves -Master and -LogCleanup flagsComponent control preserves -Master and -LogCleanup flags
The Components API preserves the flags that configure operation that are passed to the calling process.
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PostExecuteEvt was using the WorkFinishedEvt command stringPostExecuteEvt was using the WorkFinishedEvt command string
The Job object was using the WorkFinishedEvt string for the PostExecuteEvt event command.

Smedge app startup events supply a reference to the CommandLineSmedge app startup events supply a reference to the CommandLine
The SmedgeAppStartupEvt  and SmedgeClientAppStartupEvt  events  now contain a  reference  to  the  CommandLine  object  that  is  controlling
startup, so that any changes to that object are passed along to the continued startup event sequence.

Scoped locking objects allow access to underlying lock objectScoped locking objects allow access to underlying lock object
The scoped thread locking objects now include public access to the underlying synchronization primitive, to give more flexibility in their use.

Options are now typed exported variables instead of defined macrosOptions are now typed exported variables instead of defined macros
The options are no longer macros, and instead are now exported typed variables in the SmedgeLib dynamic library.

Improved handling of embedded spacesImproved handling of embedded spaces
Fixed issues with how spaces were parsed and processed when embedded in a value with an escape sequence or properly quoted. The changes
include fixes to the StringTokenizer, IniFile, CommandLine and Process classes, wherever spaces could be an inter-process issue.

RenderJob correctly respects report images settingRenderJob correctly respects report images setting
It was reporting before even if requested not to.

Thread exceptions were not always correctly caught by the libraryThread exceptions were not always correctly caught by the library
Certain exceptions were not caught in the correct place, resulting in incorrect behavior during the stack unwind and termination.
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